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Maverick Activity Pack
What is a Maverick Activity Pack?

This activity pack is for teachers and parents to help build comprehension and
engagement when guiding their students and children in their reading journey.
There are many activities in this pack that can be used alongside our Early
Reader stories to encourage children to get stuck in after enjoying the story.

King Pong Early Reader

ISBN: 978-1-84886-403-0
Format: 15x21cm, 32p SB
Bic/CBMC: YQCR/B3M79
RRP: £5.99
King Pong has never, ever had a bath... and it’s hard for the
other animals to ignore. King Pong is terrified of water so his
friends think of lots of different ways to try and get him to
bathe, but nothing works. That is, until Giraffe is stuck in the
lake with her baby - then King Pong knows he has to conquer
his fear to save them!

Clare Helen Welsh & Kely Breemer

This Activity Pack is for:
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Colour Me In!
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Fill in the Gaps
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Can you remember the words from the story?

1. He was             and             than any other girlla before him.

smaller / lighter stronger / braver yuckier / lazier

2. All the             loved King Pong and no one wanted to hurt
his             .

elephants / stink   snakes / fur animals / feelings

3. “But a             of             sends him into a panic!”

buzz / bees          drop / rain splash / tea

4. The             and             something was Hippo!

dark / round light / square small / dark

5. “Hio, hip hooray for                         !” the animals cheered

King Smelly     King Water     King Splash

6. And now... he             the             ! But maybe a little too much.

loved / water  hated / water loved / crocodiles

King Pong
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Quiz
1. What animal is King Pong?
a) A dog

b) A gorilla

c) A baboon

2. Why was King Pong so smelly?
a) He burped a lot

b) He never washed

c) He rolled in mud

3. Why doesn’t King Pong go in the pool?
a) It’s too hot

b) There’s no room

c) He’s too scared

4. Who was in trouble in the water?
a) Giraffe

b) Hippo

c) Crocodile

5. What does King Pong do to save his friends?
a) He throws a rope to them

b) He swings in the trees

c) He jumps in the water

King Pong
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 wordsearch. 15-square. grid words laid out all-directions. showing grid lines, padded out with random-lowercase-letters.  dark-g

brave

breeze

calf

cheering

crocodile

emergency

giraffe

gorilla

Words:

jungle

panic

smelly

wash

King Pong
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Write Your Own Story
Write your own story using the characters in the book.
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Fill in the gaps:
1. stronger / braver

2. animals / feelings

3. drop / rain

4. dark / round

5. King Splash

6. loved / water

Quiz:
1. b

2. b

3. c

4. a

5. c

 wordsearch. 15-square. grid words laid out all-directions. showing grid lines, padded out with random-lowercase-letters.  dark-g

King Pong


